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METHODS AND SCOPE OF WORK OF FOREIGN 
AGRlCt'ILTtTRAL MISSION SCHOQ!&. 
:t. 
INTRODUCTION. 
A. Purpose of Study. 
The purpose of this study is an attempt by the writer 
to make a swnmari&ed statement, based upon a statistical 
study of the existing s'ituat1on of agricultural mission 
work. So far as the writer has been able to learn, this 
is the first study of its kind ever undertaken. It is an 
attempt to bring together as many facts and authoritative 
opinions on this subject as possible, in order to meet a 
demand from people in America . America has shown her int-
erest in the backward countries by the great mission 
enterprise ot the Christian Church . America should know 
what is going on in these missions. It is hoped that in 
a teeble way this study will bring some or the :facts to 
light. Then, furthermore; there are throughout the edu-
cational institutions of America many young people who are 
cons idering work in foreign lands as their life vocation. 
It is believed that they should know as much as possible 
about agricultural mission work·, if they seriously consid-
er 1t. They should also know what are the desirable char-
-4 ... 
acter1sties, and what is the desirable training before 
going half way round the world to begin their vocation. 
Some who have gone have failed because they were not 
qual1fied1• If any part of the foregoing study will 
serve in a small way the above purpose it will not be 
considered in vain. 
B. Historical Background. 
In order to understand the present s 1tuation ot the 
agricultural aission work, it will be well to note brief-
ly how 1t developed into its present status. 
'I'he study of agricultural mission work is new. In 
fact all Protestant mission work is comparatively new, 
for Professor E.C. Moore, President of the American 
Board of Oommissionecs for .Fore1gn Mis s ions, reminds us 
that early efforts of a missionary character were almost 
exclusively engaged in by the Roman Catholic Church. 2 The 
London Missionary Society, the first Protestant organiza-
tion to send out missionaries was established in 17953 • 
Since then the number of missionary societies has increas-
ed until there are numerous aggressive missionary programs 
on the part of most Protestant churches. By 1897 there 
were missionaries in almost every country of the globe, 
but so far ae the writer ean learn it. was that date, 1897, 
l. "Agr1cultural Missions in India" - Sam BigJiinbottom, 
"North American Students and World Advance • 
2. "The Spread of Christianity in the Modern orld" ,34. 
3. Ib i d. 47. 
when Mr. William C. Bell, a Cornell graduate, the first 
man with an agricultural train1ng, went to the foreign 
field as a missionary. In Mr. Bell's own words we have 
stated the purpose for which agriculture was introduced 
into that mission: 
u __ .,. ___ t.hat missionaries on the field might well make 
their work self-supportingJ that by means ot the indus-
tries and agriculture in particular, a 11vlihood might be 
wrested from the indigenous resources and at the same time 
the Christian community thus built up would be an ideal 
'before thl natives of that region. There would also be 
opportunity to teach the peQple as well as preach the gos-
pel and heal the sick."1 
The oldest mission school teaching agriculture, as 
indicated by the quest1onaires. is the Theesalonica 
Agricultural and Industl"ial .Institute, founded in 1903. 
Thus, the oldest agricultural school which we have to stu-
dy is less than twenty years old. People were low 1n es-
tablishing agricultural departments in their missions 
~ 
unt 11 late, or when the vocational miss ion work became so 
popular with nearly all mission boards. '!'his ma.y be noted 
.... 
that of the twent.ysix replies to quest:t.onaires ~a.... · 9 . 
. ' ~ . ..,. · ' .. -~, 
which could be classified, only ten we~~-·.i~ont schools .. · ' 
' ; __ ' 
established previous to 1917, five years ago~. The other 
l. Report; "Place of Agricultural Teaching and Practise in 
Modern Work • 
I' 
,; 
seh&ole were established later, and there are a nwnber at 
present in the formative pro.cess. W are accepting for 
the times of beginning o:t these schools the dates sent in 
by the missionaries. In some cases, however, there was an 
agriculturist on the field a number of years before the 
•ork done was elass1fied under an agricultural school, as 
for instance, Mr. Bell above mentioned, did not establish 
his school until 1914. 
II. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The· general problem of this study is to determine as 
nearly as possible the nature of work done in the agri-
cultural departments of the tn1ss1on schools; to analyze 
the methods and if possible. from the results see which 
methods prove most successful. Where the information proves 
sufficient, we will a.tt·empt some conclusion$ regarding 
the most effective practise. However, it is well to 
understand at the outset that our possibilities are 
lim1te9hecause of the recency of this kind of mission 
and because of the limited information which is available. 
III. 
ETBOD AND MATERIAL 
A. Method. 
This is a statistical study based largely upon replies 
• ~~ I 
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t o quest:l.onaires which were SE)nt out to men of sixty 
different agricultural missions. The questiona1r·e was 
drawn up 1n a way to get at the pertinent facts with as 
much definiteness as possible. The fol.lowing ia a copy 
of the quest1onair.e. 
METHODS OF TEACHING AGRICULTURE IN FOREIGN CHRISTIAN MISSIONS 
(Quest ionaire ) 
I. Name of institution? 
------------------~----~~--~-
2. Date of founding of Agricultural ~apartment ? . • 
3. \\'bat specific l1ne$ of agricultural work are you empha-
sizing most? ______________ ~~~--~--~----~--~------
4. Number of agricultural pupils? 5. Number of teach-
ers (a) full time (b) part time • a. Whr'llt is 
t he estimated value of the agricultural school plantt? . 
or the school farm? • What is the estimated ;gr-.-o-ss-
1ncome? _ Est1Diated expense. of operation? · · 
a. Does s~hool farm furn1$h board and lodging for lis 
pupils? • If so is charge ma.de .for aame? . • Are 
the students required to work on the college farm? 
If so are they pald ' tor t.he same? . .. About wh-· a~t-p-r-o-
portion of the work done on the school farm is performed 
by the students? .• 
I!. l~ (Answer the following by 1'ueb or little.) fo what 
extent are the far.ming me);hods · taught based upon local 
pract tse 'l . . • Upo(l your government Experiment Sta-
tion results? .. . • Upon foreign (American , eto.) 
government Exp. Sta. results? • 2. Do you regard 
the extensive use of machinery as practicable 1n your 
region? • Why? ( Illustrat.e >-----------
III. Save you both American or English, and native teachers? 
----· Which do you pre.fer and why? _________ _ 
...,.........--~~~---~~-:- 2. What qualifications of Ag. teachers 
do you require as to edueation? __ ~--~--~------~-------
As to :farm experience. Do you think an Ag. m"t"i_s_s~lo_n_a_r_y,..., -s-=h~o-u-=lr-d~h-a_v_e_a_S,_e-m"":'I-n_a_r_y __ 
training and whyt ___________________ _ 
Between what ages do the pupils range?· to • At 
what ages do you prefer them? _ to .• What are the 
prerequisites for entering the Ag. seho.ol? (a) Education 
. . .. . ., (b) As to farm experience? • 
Bow do you help the poor boys to finance their schooling? 
IV. Do you use text book, lecture, or problem method? ___ 
• Estimate the proportion o.f laboratory 
--~...---~-----_.,,..-to cl.ass room work, in time? • ln value? 
What do you find the most profitable ways of usi_n_g~t-h_e __ 
laboratory or field trips?~--~--~------~----~~--~ 
2. Is provision made for supervised farm practise, or 
farm projects?_. ----------~~--~------~---------~--~ 
----· 3. How many teachers in your Extension Department? 
. • How many people do they reach? .. What 1s 
t.,...hoi-e_n_a.-t"'"'ure ot your · Extension Work? and what methods have 
you found most sueeessful? _______________ _ 
-9-
V. hat changes have been effected in your region as a 
result or your agricultural school? __________ _ 
4. Do you th1nk agricultural missionaries should do active 
evangelistic work in connection with their Ag. duties? 
~----~~~·---------...,.....,..--~~· 5, What are the biggest drawbaeks to y_our work? 
:r 
6. What is i~ largest contribution which your school ie 
making?_~~--------------........ ~~~------~----~---------
7. What-do yoti think of the future of .Ag. Missions? 
(Uee back of sheet for last question and any further opin-
ion~ 
Twentynine replies came to the above questionaire, 
three of which were so i ncompleterthat little use could be 
made of them. thus leaving twentysix. These may be noted 
1n the bibliography at the end or the study, 
" In addition to the questionaires are reports of agri-
cultural schools, and miss .ion WQrk; magazine articles and 
a few books . Little of the literature as yet is of a stand-
ard nature, and little of it is in print. 
B. Method of Interpretation. 
ln i nterpreting the material the schools from each 
country are studied together. With China, India, and 
·10-
Afriea. we have used tables in order to present the data on 
the schools more clearly. The final summary which follows 
states t he conclusions briefly. 
rt 
STATISTICAL STUDY OF MISSIONS 
A. China. 
To begin the study of Chinese agricultural missions 
it is well to recall that China is a densely populated 
country. The people live on small farms many of which are 
but a few aeres in size. Their main interests are agri-
cultural.1 A few of the missions are seeking to give them 
agricultural advancement to keep abreast of the political 
and educational advances which are now taking place. 
Agricultural iss1ons are or further significance be-
cause most. of the natives with whom the miss1ol',lar1es work 
are rural people. Dean Reisner points out that in the 
American 1ssionary Society in Shantung Provinoe there is 
a "ahureh membership of 6,162-, tnirtytwo of vi om are city 
dwellers, the remainder are county, village, and town:f"olk, 
distinctly rural in their daily life and habits of thought. 
ln this same mission are 250 pastors, eV'a.ngel.iste and 
Bible women, every one of whom ca.me from the country."2 
'In the Shantung Honan Christian Educational Association 
l. Bulletin: "Foreign Missions and Agriculture"-Reisner. 
2. lb id. 
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which includes the mission work of a large area or China, 
"n1netythree per eent of the school work was distinctly 
rura1."1 A. number of the church conferenee reports show 
that of the natives upon whom are placed. responsibility in 
miss ion work, from seventyfi1ve to nearly one hundred per 
. 2 1 cent are rural. Th .s evidence all points toward t he fact 
that the problem dealing with mission work in China are 
very largely rural problems. 
In order that we may more intelligently understand the 
agricultural need and problems as they relate to the mise 
s1on program, we might state a few .of' the problems pecul-
iar to China. All the men replying to the questionpires 
remarked about the small size of the farms, one even saying 
that the fields averaged only one-fourth acre in size. In 
Shans1 Provinoe it is necessary to terrace the hills in 
many places be.fore :f'arm1ng can be done. There has leen 
little done by the government in the way of improving and 
breedinf?: either stock or se1ed, and consequently the cotton 
is short - fibered, the seed and frui t possibilities are 
scarcely touched upon, and there are not any poultry or 
animals which have been develope<i by the breeders for a 
long period of time. Some of these things lead Mr. R.H. 
Silverthorn, a missionary on return from Malaysia3, where 
l. Ibid. 2. Ibid. 3 •. Letter in reply to questio~lre. 
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he has been working in a Ch~nese-English school to say: 
uI do feel that there is a big field open for agricultural 
men on the Mission field, and when we get more of them 
there and get better methods of agrieulture, we can then 
do away with much of our giving to keep them from starving. 
The land where we have been is rich enough to support four 
times its present population, if the land wet-a made to pro -
duce as it should.'' As we shaUrlater see, modern agricult-. 
ure is striving to solve these problems. 
1. Agricultural Mission Profram ;for China . 
1th the above brief survey in niind it will be well to 
see what the agricultural mission prQgra.m and objectives 
1n China are. Have they a. ~-0mprehensive program? Are they 
driving at the crucial points in the needs which we have 
just seen? Are they getting results? 
Two of the large Christian Organizations have taken 
the agricultural problems and worked out definite programs 
to meet the needs. One is the China Christian Educational 
Association, the other the Methodist Episcopal Church in 
China.. Two years ago the Agricultural Committee of the 
China Christian Educational Association whieh met on May 
27, 1920 made th 1Y report, a part of which is as follows: 
"In view of th increasing demand among missionarles 
for Christian trained teachers of agriculture, school 
garden1n , nature study, and for agricultural extension 
-
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w<:>rkers, and, owing to the fact that this need is not now 
'being adequately met, we recommend that en and money for 
agricultural missionary wQrk be sent to such missions and 
institutions as can train Christian men for the purpose 
of meeting the above mentioned needs, 
"This will mean t~e placing of agricl.lltural m1ss1on-
ar•es and financial support in such places as the College 
of Agriculture at ~anking and the Canton Christian College 
for the purpose of strengthening thes.e institutions, and 
in secondary training centers such as those already men-
tioned by this committee, and in normal schools. We 
recommend that requests from these institutions be given 
first consideration. 
"We coneide:r it inadvisable at the present time for, a 
mission to place an agricultural miss .iona.ry in a mission 
station which is not planning to develop a large work 
along this line , or which bas not the purpose ot training 
teachers and l eaders. It should als,o be remembered that 
one foreigner can do little without a number of properly 
trained assistants, and these are very hard to secure at 
present. We believe that more rapid progress in agrieul· 
tural missions can be made by the eoncentra.tlon of agricul -
tural missionaries in training centers of college and 
secondary or middle schoQl grade and normal schools ." 
During the same month of the same year that the above 
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report was brought fort h , the Methodist Episcopal Church 
held a program- statement conference at Peking at which 
some s i gni f icant recommendations were adopted. 
The fol l owing from the Committee on Bible and Theolo-
gical Education was adopted: 
nThat special efforts be made to prepare mi nisters for 
country as well as for city churches, we urge that in 
connection with each school of religion a specialist in 
Agriculture offer such eourses as deal with agricultural 
production, rural economics, rural sociology, and that the 
vital relationship between these courses and practical 
evangelism be kept constantly in mind before the minds or 
the stude¥s . 0 
Th e OJnmittee on Social Betterment reported t he follo.w-
ing recommeridattons which were adopted: 
"The pas tor should s e cure if possible some person 
familiar with agriculture to give l ectures on seed s election, 
fertilizers, stock and poultry raising, cotton cul tur e , 
silk culture, and other industries not included in village 
work, fruit ra.i.sing , afforestation, etc . Simple machinery 
of approved model might be obta ined for f armers t o see and 
buy . " 
From the Commi ttee on Lower and Higher Primary Schools 
is the following: 
"We recommend t he introduction of nature study , scnool 
garden ing , and school nursery work into the lower primary 
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grades as soon as teacher training can be given. 
" e recommend the introduction of general agriculture 
and field work with field crops into higher primary as 
soon as teacher training can be given. 
"We recommend immediate steps for introducing agri-
culture under foreign supervision to beg in with, in those 
schools where our teachers are trained, and that it shall 
become a compulsory part of' the curriculum. While this 
will offer opportunity to add vocational or self-help 
phases to our work, it is not necessary to develop these 
latter unless it is so desired.u 
• 
Thus the China Chritain Educational Association 
strongly advocates that all missions support training cent-
ers such as Nank1ng University and Canton Christian College. 
The program of the Methodist Chur ch advqcates the training 
of teachers for rural conditions, and as soon as these 
teachers are trained, they definitely plan to use agri-
cultural work for a part of the primary and middle school 
currioula. These pr•ogre.ms have far-reaching significance. 
le will now turn to a s t udy of t he four mission 
schools which replied to our questionnaire. 
2. Study of Mission Schools. 
The remainder of the consideration of China will be 
concerning data from the schools themselves. In regard to 
the three smaller schools ._e will note that they are hand-
i, 
I 
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1oapped 1n a comparison with the Agricultural school at 
Nanking in that they are much smaller and newer. 
try and be fair in our conclusions as such. 
e will 
First we will note the general types of schools stud-
ied. 
Table I . General. Type of Agricultural Schools . 
No. Entranc 
Sch_oQ..l ____ _D!:te l?uE_i!_s_ !g~s_Req!!_ire_ Lig_es ~mE_has.tzed. 
Huping College 1920 23 15-23 4 yrs. Garden , cotton , etc . 
Boone u. 1921 55 18-24 7th Gr . General Ag . 
Hingwha Ag.Seh 1~16 40 l.4-22 
__ .., ___ 
Ag .Education. 
Nan king Ag.Sch 1914 100 18- 30 12Gr. S1.lk , cotton, wheat 
Ext.,seeds, For. 
From the above table,. we first note the age of the 
schools. The oldest ia the University of Nank1ng,found,d 
in 1914, eight years ago. The other three are less than 
five years old having been founded in 1920, 1921, and 
1918 respectively. lt will only give us an opportunity to 
study these schools as they are working before time enough 
has elapsed for results to come normally. 
'rhe oldest school is by far the largest, having 100 
students. The others are smaller and of a somewhat differ-
ent type as we shall see, 
As noted in the entrance requirements, each school 
introduces agriculture into the eUPriculum at a different 
grade . First among these it will be noticed that Hup1ng 
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College introduces agriculture at the end of the lower 
primary school or at the end of the fourth grade. Boone 
University puts it in above the seventh grade ; while the 
University of Nanking requires the eqq1va1ent or a high 
school training i n the U'nited States. They correspond to 
our system of teaching a .gri culture in the grades,, in high 
school, and in college respectively. 
Again it will be noticed that the ages or the pupils 
do not vary proportionately with the school grades in the 
different schools. Huping College which teaches agr icul· 
ture in the fifth grade has students only three years 
younger than the youngest in the Univer s i ty of Nanking . 
There is considerable overlapping in the ages of pupile. 
The above statistics do not indicate at what age or 
what grade. 1t is best to introduce agriculture into the 
curriculunJ . We have not enough statistics on whi ch to 
base a conclusion. lf we had mor e statistics, it might be 
,. 
that t hey would s upport the following policy: t he majority 
of pupils from each school do not attend a higher institu· 
tion. Agriculture t o do the greatest good to the majority 
should be int roduced befor e the majority l eave school. 
Huping Coll ege has it in the upper primary. We are anxious 
t o know with what success. This policy would also have 
a griculture be a part of t he middle s chool study as at 
Boone tlni vers tty. In other words s 1nce the most of the 
Christian converts are from rural districts a s shown by 
... 1a-
the statistics on page 10, and since the majority will 
probably follow a rural vocat 1on, we believe that agricul-
ture should be introduced at as early an age in the student's 
lite as 1t ean be taught effectively, and continued through 
the middle school. 
From the last column of Table I, the lines o.f agricul-
ture most emphasized are shown. The small school is 
apparently- not able to offer the broad lines of training 
that the larger school is. But since Nank1ng is used to 
a greater extent as a training center, there is more need 
for a broad curriculum there than in the smaller schools. 
Each school should if possible teach the things of most 
i mportance in its immediate community. 
Table II Concerning Teachers. 
Teaoners Evangelistic 
School Preferred Qualif. Se .Train. work 
- - - - - - - - -- - ....... - - - - - - --i- - - - ...... - - - - - -
Huping College -------.. No Stand. No Yes 
Boone u. Chinese ..... -- ... --- No Perha)S 
Hingwha Ag .Sch. American --..------ No No 
u. of Nanking Both Grad.with Yes 
experience No 
Table II abovet shows the opinions of the agricultural 
men in regard to teachers. The head of Boone University 
desir es Chinese teachers provided they are trained for the 
work, but he thinks they are difficult to find. The head 
of' Hingwha Sehool prefers American teachers, but also finds 
them difficult to secure with the right training . The 
... 19-
University of anking has eighteen Chinese teachers and 
seven Americans making a total of twentyfive. The Dean of 
the latter school replies that ea.ch has their contribution 
to make, but does not state what their contributions are. 
Hence this evidence indicates that there is a place for the 
right kind of a man, whether native or foreign. Because 
of the scarcity of teachers, the qualification standard has 
been cast aside in many cases. We would, however, not 
think it advisable to use a teacher who is not ably 
equipped for the work he has to do . 
There is a question among missionaries as to whether 
a vocational man should have a Seminary training. The 
replies from China were unanimous in the negative . This 
answer, however, should be compared with the replies which 
, 
eame from other countries. 
There was more difference of opinion on the question 
whether t he agricultural missionary should do active evang-
elistic work . One replied yes, one thought it depended on 
circu'llstances; one thQught he should not, while another 
replied that all agricultural work in the mission should 
be interpreted s~iritually, and called it evangelistic. 
If these answers are the expressions of the experiences of 
the men g iving them, then either the work in China has not 
developed far enough to form a definite conclusion as yet , 
or else the local situation should determine whether it is 
advisable. 
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Table I · I. Ad;visablity ap.d Use of Machinery. 
·s machinery 
§_chool_ _ _ _ _ dv1~a2._le? _______ R~a.§_o~s- _ 
Huping College No 1elds small; labor cheap. 
Boone U •. No ields small; labor plentiful •. 
H1ngwha Ag.Sch. No ields i- A. in size; small ma ch. 
u .. of Hanking Yes machines adapted to country. 
Table III shows the evidence in regard to the possible 
use of machinery in China .. The first fact to recognize 1n 
thinking of machinery is that the holdings are small, one 
man stating the average field to be one-fourth acre in 
size. It is a little difficult to interpret the answers 
accurately as the question asked did not differentiate be-
tween the different types of machinery, whether they are 
garden tools, or larger implements for small or large farms. 
Hence ., at least one who said he did not favor the extensive 
use of machinery showed, in the explanation which followed , 
that he believed small machinery could be used. The objee-
tions of two others were that labor is cheap and the farms 
small. But the answer from :anking states . that it can be 
used 1.f small and adapted to the farm . The writer says 
that small one horse cultivators, harrows, grain drills, 
small threshers, plows improved over the native types, and 
cotton gins are used with success. lie points out in many 
cases the farmers family hoe the field hile the animals 
stand 1dle ... In America the truck farmer finds that the 
push plow is better than the hoe, the cradle is better 
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than the sickle, the hand drill is a rapid planter. If the 
natives have animals which could be. used for work, then 
simple and adapted machinery should be carefully considered. 
If they have not animals, then the best kind of hand 
implements and tools should be studied . The little evi-
dence in favor of machinery indicates that there is room 
for its development. 
Table lV . Sources and Methods of Teaching . 
Source of · · Method of 
SchoQ.l_ _ ___ t~ach!_.ng_. _______ 1e~ch1ns..t._ 
All is field worg. Huping College 
Boone l]. Local,Chin .Gov't/Leeture 4/5; Lab.1/5 
Hingwha Ag . Sch. All local 
u. of Nanking Local,Amer. 
-~ -- --~--- ---- - ---- -
Lab • i - i of time • 
Texts, lecture, problem 
Table Iv illustrates first, whether the agricultural 
teaching ts based upon local , other Ohinese results, or 
American agriculture . Again we find a difference of opin-
ion as to what is best . Boone University bases their 
teaching upon local practise using some other Chinese 
practises, as well. Hingwha uses practically all local 
practise; anklng with their extensive experiments largely 
base their work upon local practise together w1 th some 
results from America . To be sure anything f'rom foreign 
countries would need to be tried out before being advocated, 
and this makes a difficult problem for the small missions 
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with limited help and money. Mr. J. Lossing Buck of Nan-
king tells of his experience in a small mission before he 
came to Nanking. It seems to indicate the need for native 
experimentation. 1 "In regard to your question as to what 
kin d of work can be done by the mission stations, I can 
perhaps speak from first hand experience. For four years I 
was engaged in agricultural work in a small mission station 
. 
in the interior. I found one of the biggest difficulties 
in carrying on any sort of work was the lack of experiments 
which had previously been carried on.. In other words, 
before we could advise the farmers to plant a new kind of 
seed or to try a new method, I found it necessary to try 
these out first myself on my own experiment farm." The 
local should no doubt be one source and perhaps the most 
important one. but other pos sible ideas should continually 
be used in experimentation. 
In the second column of the above table 1s shown the 
method of teae.hing. Huping and Boone are extreme contrasts 
1n teaching method.S. Hup1ng uses all field work, while 
Boone uses practically all lecture, although we believe 
that Beone University indicates that t.hey expect to use 
field trips for in answer to the question whether they use 
field trips, they replied "not yetn. This is probably due 
to the raet that they ve no farm at present. If these 
methods of teaching bring satisfactory results, it raises 
l. Personal letter written Aprll 7th, 1921 
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the question as to waat results they might secure by using 
a combination of the differ.ant methods, as for instance 
was found to be the best by educators. One of the best 
combinations was found in a study of the vocational seho s 
of both Europe and America where about forty percent of 
the time in the lecture room and sixty per cent in practise 
proved about the best,1 However, we can point to Hanking 
which is using a reasonable combination of all, text book , 
lecture, and problem method . It is a question as to 
whether the problem-project method used in vocational 
agriculture in the high schools of the United States could 
be used with the same success· there. Since experiments have 
not been tr1ed 1 only the question can be raised. 
3. Results Achieved by the Chinese Schools. 
Results alGne show whether a theory is sound. Since 
so much of this agricultural education which we are studying 
is so new that many of the schools have hardly more than 
introduced their programs, we shall not be able to come to 
conclusions as fiefil as we should like. We can only, in 
an elementary way, point out what the prem ture evidence 
suggests. 
On Table v, page 24, are shown some of the results 
achieved by the schools listed. Column II indicates the 
changes effected in the region of the school. This is not 
so much the internal as the external results of the school. 
1. Investigation of' Class V.E. 57, 1.s.c.7Spr1ng, 1922. 
'\ 
'fable y. Res1J,lts Aeh_i.ev~d by the~~~l;lQQl.e .. 
1 I II III -- --- . -~IV 
Sebool Biggest drawback /Changes by How does Sch What becomes 0£ 
______ .... __________ Ag_. _S£;h.2_ol __ !!;e!.P_m!ss12.n_... __ g_radpp.!:_8§..· __ _ 
Duping College Lack of time 
Lack of men 
InLerest in Not enough time 
better eotton. for results 
None yet 
Boone U. 
Nanking t'.J. 
Ulek of equip. Bc>.ys interested .. -----------
Lack of eoopera. in education. 
None yet 
Lack or money 
to expand. 
Farmers use .Natives interest- 'reachers,Exp.Sta. 
better methods. ed -. Support Ass 1 t. ,Principal, 
mission. Farm mgrs.Ext.etc. 
l., Hingwha gave no data. for above table. 
'f~ple_!I_!_~inance and Farm Work ot Schools. 
School Value of Expense Income Bow help poor boys . Proportion of 
___ .... __ .._ ... _ fa!:m _ _ .... _ .... ____ ..... _____ .... ~ ______ ..... _r~~ !.0·£.k._..b~ ~of..S. 
Huping College $2500 
Boone tr. 
------
U. or l~anking ___ ..,_ 
$1500 
__ ,.._ .... 
$14000 
500 Pa.y them for garden. About all 
$14000 
Scholarships~ 
Work in seed room, 
and offices .. 
Small amount 
l· 
ro 
.,.. 
I 
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Huping College notes that the farmers about it are showing 
"increased interest now in better cotton". This is a school 
shown in Table I to be teaching agriculture in the grades, 
and has for its teaching force but one part time teacher. 
Boone University notes that "other boys who formerly wanted 
to get an education realize 1n agricultural education a way 
to help their cowitry •• , Boone University teaches it in 
the ,eighth grade and above. It has one full time teacher 
for ~1ftyf1ve students. 1he University of ffanking which 
teaches it as a college eourse write s , 11 its benef"it is 
that it is bringing about better methods of sericulture 
and raising better cotton; awakening an interest in most 
farmers for better agriculture. " Of course these statem 
ments above. are only general . Since we have more detailed 
results of the work at anking, we will give them here . 
The report states that last year there were over two 
thousand Chinese and foreigners served, and that the school 
tilled over twentyf ive hundred orders from the products or 
their gardens and experiment. station .• "These consisted pr<lnc .. 
1pally of tree and vegetable seeds, nursery stQck, spraying 
materials, and improved seeds ot field crops." In addition 
they sent out about twentyfour thousand letters, bulletins, 
pamphlets, and cards. This, in brief, indicates that 
changes are being effected 1n the region of Nank1ng. 
Another feature at ~anking which is proving exceedingly 
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successful during the first year of its trial is that of 
the extension work through exhibits, demonstrations, etc. 
The different departments of the college cooperated 1n 
providing the material, and they showed 1n the exhibits 
"educational material and charts on the following subjects: 
s1lk, cotton, corn, rice, wheat, barley, plant diseases, 
forestry, nursery stock, spraying, modern tools, and 
public health. In addition to the exhibit, demonstrations 
were given such as: operation of foreign plows and culti-
vators, sprayers, ginning cotton with saw gin, and m1ero-
scop1.c examination of silk worm diseases. In addition to 
the exhibits and demonstrations, stereoptican lectures 
were given at the evening sessions ... 
These exhibits proved exceedingly valuable. Great 
crowds attended them and at one place over two thousand 
farmers came to see them. Some of the best places for these 
exhibits were those mission stations where no agricultural 
work had been carried on. This extension work at Na.nking , 
we believe, should be carefully studied by other schools, 
for without a great deal of expense of' time, 1t is putting 
agriculture in terms wh1c h the common people can understand, 
and it is a method which can largely be adapted to the 
various agricultural schools. 
Column III of Table V indicates how the agricultural 
department helps the mission enterprise as a whole. Nanking 
is the only school which can note as yet positive results 
here. That school says that t he natives are interested a 
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and contribute toward its support. "Since 1914", says 
Dean Reisner," we have secured $110,000 approximately from 
ec>urees in China tor the development or our work." This 
'Ke believe is a part of the mission work which has not been 
developed in the other schools as yet. 
Column IY indicates what is becoming of the graduates . 
Nanking again 1s the only school .which has graduates. They 
are becoming teachers, experiment station assistants, 
principals of agricultural schools, managers of agr1eul-
tural projects, extension workers, and a number of them 
have gone to the United States for advanced study. It will 
'be noticed that these are filling the places of need 1nd1cfL -
ed in the Christian programs at the beginning of the study 
on China. 
The above 1ndicat.ee that results are coming at 1'4ank1ng 
where there has been ample time allowed. The other schools 
are yet too young . 
When asked what t.he biggest drawbacks are, their 
answers can be summed up in saying that they are a lack of 
time, money, workers, eqaipment, and sympathy of' fellow 
mission workers. To this list we want to add as a handicap 
that it ould seem in two schools the methods used in teach-
ing are in need of study for improvement. 
Table VI was worked out to see if a large capital 1s 
required to do effective work . Huping College gave the 
value of the farm as 2500. The expense was $1500 per year 
and the income $500 . Boone University made no statemtmt. 
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Nanking gave no figures on the value of the :farm, but from 
the experiment work which they have there , and the products 
they sell we may know they have a quite large fa~m . There 
the expense and income is tl4000 each. The extensive o:rk 
in selling the products of the farm, such as better seeds ., 
trees and plants, seems to show that profit may be secured 
to help meet the expenses . This, however , should be a 
secondary matter for in no case should we thi nk it advis-
able for a mission to be forced to co erc1al1ze its farm 
so that it would seriously handicap the purpose for which 
it. is maintained in order to make itself self-supporting . 
The helping of the poor boys to finance their schooling 
is closely related to the budget. Buping College helps 
boys by giving them work in gardens and paying them. In 
Column V of Table VI we note that the boys do about all or 
the farm work there . Boone University does not require 
the boys to work on the farm . As suggested above 1n this 
paper they have indicated that they expect to secure a 
farm and until then we cannot draw any conclusions . Nanking 
University gives the boys work to do in the seed room,and 
also in the office . By giving the students work to do they 
not only learn to farm better, but it is of great value 
also in ennabl1ng the poorer boys to get their schooling . 
In conclusion. we have sho n the Christian programs as 
outlined in China, vie have seen the organizations of the 
schools, and what they are do1ngf and a tew of the results 
they are achieving . 
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8. India. 
In order to understand what the missions are trying to 
do for Indian agriculture, it might be well to enumerate 
briefly some problems of their farming conditions. India 
hne a population of 300.000,000 to feed. Of these ninety 
per cent 11ve in villages ,of less than 5000.1 Their farm-
ing is of the simplest and crudest sort. Their capital 
which generaljy consists of little more than their imple ... 
ments, 1! they are fortunate enough t .o own them, generally 
consists of the following: 2 
One pair of work oxen, each 
A wooden plow 
A sickle for reaping grain 
A native s pade for digging 
t10.oo to $15.oo 
.65 
.30 
-.60 
A grass cutting tool 
A thick heavy club for breaking clods 
A wooden fork 
A flat board for leveling ground 
A few standard oil tins 
A big leather bag, maintenance per year 
A long rope 
A pulley wheel 
Total 
.20 
.15 
.20 
.50 
.50 
6.00 
1.oo 
$25.10 
The list of above tools merely indicates the type of 
native farming. For illustration, t he plow will not turn 
a furrow and only makes a small V-shaped scratch 1n the 
ground. 
This type of !arming might not be condemned if it would 
bring satis£actory results. But India as a nation ls under-
fed. The people are exceedingly poor. Mr. Brayton c. Case, 
l. "Missions '1 March, 1921 
2. "Gospel of the Plowtt-H1gg1nbottom.14. 
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P~inc1pal of Pyinma.na Agricultural Sohool, 1n Burma writes 
that the average income of the working people or these e 
country villages is one cent per day. 1 Ur. o.o. Stachfield, 
National Rural Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. 1n Ind1a2 , says 
that there is little m.oney to be lent nd that little is 
loaned at interest ranging from twentyflve to over one 
hundred per eent, so that the tenant is often unable to 
pay, and thus is held in a sort of serfdom to the landlord. 
These are just a few of the farmers• problems in India. 
e can only mention the cal;9te system and numerous outlaw 
tri bes. 3 
!he results ·of these conditions as stated by leading 
men like Sam H1gginbottom4, and Brayton c. Gase5 are that 
one-third of the people of the villages of Ind ia go to bed 
hungry every night, and that this class of people barely 
make an existence~ 
In studying what the missions are doing to meet the 
situation, it will be well to keep in mind that the gov-
ernment is supporting seven agricultural colleges and one 
Agr1cultural Research Institute at Pusa. These government 
schools have done some splendid work in research and expe:r>-
imentation. A1; Pusa they have increased the yield of wheat6 
l'!Missi.ons" Mareh 1921. 
2. ttN.Am. Stud. and orld Advance" 574. 
3. "Missionary Reviewn 38:246 
4. "Missionary Review" 38: 247 
5. "Missions" March 1921 
6."Missions" arch 1921. 
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to the amount of five dollars per acre and this wheat is 
now grown on twenty million acres. Cotton and sugar cane 
are other crops which which have been greatly improved by 
these stations. But these few stations are insufficient . 
In the first place there is o~ one stat ion for every 
forty m.1111011 of population, and thus they cannot reach 
the masses . tn regard to the type of training that the 
students get in these schools th·ere is difference of 
opinion . Their product of students may not alway.a compt"re 
w1t l1 the work tn the experiment plots. A letter which 
came in reply to a quest 1cma1re says , "From this agri -
cultural school supported by the government there are be-
ing turned out what we know as neektie farmers , and I 
fear that their knowledge ts very scant indeed . " Thus, 
the work of the missions is proving to be that of cooper · 
ating with the government in us i ng the results of t heir 
stations, and giving these results to the peop~e ~ 1 
Beginning now with a study of the schools which have 
replied to questionaires ~ we will make a study first of 
their general character . 
From Table Vil on page 32 it will be noted that six 
of the schools are five years or more old , and that four 
are ten years or more . Hence we are afforded better opp 
portun1ty to study agriculture in India than in any other 
country. 
l. "M1selons" Mar. 1921. 133, 139. See also •N . Am . Stud. 
and World Advanoe" 584 . 
'?able VII General Txpe of Agricultural Seh~ols. 
School Date No, Ages Ent ranee 
...,._., _____ _ 
_ !_O~ded E_U:e_ils ______ aeau!r..!m£n1_B.:...,. 
Pa umalai High 
and '!'rain. Sch. 
Method1st-
Ben al Cont. 
1906 
Indian Miss. of 1905 
Disciples of Cbr. 
Ag .Inst.Allahabad 1911 
Gwalior Pres.Mis ~ . 1912 
Py inmana Ag .Sch. 
A.E.Luth.Mias. 
Voe .Middle Sch, 
1917 
l.922 
Coles-Ackerman H. S .1920 
Union Train.Sch. 1914 
350 Elem. 
150 
50 
10 
17 
48 
School 
----- ... 
7-50 
l6-25 
----
·---
14-23 
Wot standard. 
2nd yr. U.S. 
(Christian farmJ 
4th grade. 
___ _. ______ .., ........ 
4th grade. 
5th grade. 
The schobls vary in s 1ze. The Pasumala1 High and 
,, 
). 
Training Scho;bl of 680 pupils, ae n<»\ed 1n the question-
aire, ot which number 350 are taking work in G.ementary 
agriculture. The Indian Mission of Disciples of' Christ 
has 150 pupils, while the rest have fifty or les s. 
In regard to ages, PasumaJJi school and the Indian 
Mission of D1sc1plee of Christ have younger students 
mnong theirs than the others. Gwalior Mission Farm is 
not a typical school, but a farm settlement for Chr istian 
men, l'Where we a.re endeavoring , to .demonstrate the value 
of up~to-date farming and tQ encourage our farmers . nd 
those in t he surrounding community to adapt t he best 
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methods •. u Thus they have mature men. The other schools 
take students at the minimum ages of twelve, fourteen, and 
sixteen years of age respectively. 
With the exception of the Mission Farm and the Allaha-
bad In ti tute, the schools all begin teaching agriculture 
1n the rt~h or sixth grades. Allahabad requires two 
years ot high school work for entrance requirement. Thus 
throughout this study we must keep in mind that Gwalior 
Mis::i1on Farm has Christian tarmers who are taught on their 
farms, Allahabad teaehes Agricul tur above the second 
year of h1gh school, while th remail'xtll teach it in the 
upper grades. 
Table V~II L1nes of Agr1eulture most l}lmphasi~ed. 
2._cl}_,ogl _____ _______ L!,.n,!e_mstsl !_Di£h!.S!zed ___ _ 
Pasuma.lai High 
and Tra.1n .$eh Farming, garden1ng .• rru1t raising. 
Meth. Bengal Conf. Seed development, e;rops, 1rr1gat1on. 
Indian Miss. of General agriculture. 
Disc. of Christ. 
Ag, Inst. Allahaoad 
Gwalior Pres. Miss . 
Py inmana Ag. Sch. 
A.E.Luth. Miss. 
Voe. ; iddl e Sch. 
Coles-Ackerman H.S. 
Union Train.Sch. 
Training demonatrators,teachers, 
farmers. 
Crop rotation, stock, fertilizer. 
Ri~e culture, sugar cane, poultry. 
Vocational Agriculture. 
Field crop culture, ~ardening,poultry. 
Elementary Ag., Rural Ee. ,train teach. 
Table VIII shows the lines of agr1eulture most empha-
-- -~ 
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siced. Here the schools might be classified into two 
divisions. The Agricultural Institute Allahabad, and 
Union Training School differ from the rest in that they 
have adapted their courses especially to train teachers. 
We are sorry that the A.E. Lutheran M1ss1on Vocational 
?! ddle School which teaches Vocational Agriculture has 
not been working long enough that we have tts results to 
compare with some of the other schools which are teaching 
general agriculture. The different phases of agriculture 
may be listed as gardening, fruit raising, seed develop-
ment, crop and 1rr1gat1on experiments, crop rotation, 
Table IX., Concerning Teachers. 
School 
___ _....,_...,_~ ..... 
Pasum"la1 Hi ·.h 
and Train.Sch. 
Prefer Qual1f. Sem. Evangel . 
Train. work 
_.._. ..... .,.,,,._,... __ ---- --------
American Goll.Grad. Not All work 
Farm Exp.. n·ecess, should be. 
Meth.Bengal Conf. American -----·-- --..---- Yea 
Indian Miss. of' 
Disc. of Christ 
Indian, Coll.Grad. Yes 
American 
Ag. Inst.Allahabad American B.A. jAg. Yes 
.Farm Exp . 
Gwal1or Pres.Miss. American Ag.Grad. Yes 
Pyinmana Ag.Sch. 
A.E.Lut h . Miss. 
Voe. Middle Sch. 
American Ag.Grad. Yes 
American, - Yes 
Native. --- - -
Yes 
Yes 
Depends 
Yes 
l'es 
Coles-Ackerman H.S.-------- Ag.Coll~ Yes Yes 
~nion Train .Sch . Native Ag.Ed. Not Yes 
Farm Exp. necess. 
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animal husbandry, soil fertility, rice culture, sugar cane, 
poultry, etc. 
Table IX on page 3 relates to the teachers of ar ricul-
tural sehoola. Union Training School is the only one which 
prefers native teachers to Ameriean. Two of the schools 
think that both can be used to advantage. The J.;ndian 
ission of Diseiples of Christ says, "Americans are more 
aggressive and better informed, Indians are more exper-
ienced and capable or doing bu ines~ on the scale demanded 
by Indian condition ." 
Coles-Ackerman High School, Agricultural Institute 
Allahabad, Pyinmana Agriculture School and the Indian 
1 sion of Disciples of Christ 11111 remark in the question-
aires about the diffiaulty of finding native Indians who 
are trained and experienced. With the exception of the 
Indian Mission of the Disciples of Christ and the Lutheran 
school, they did not say w~ether they would prefer natives 
if they could have some properly trained. These two desire 
trained Indians on th$ir Faculty. 
As to qual!.f ications they are unanimous, in so far as 
there were answers-. in requiring for teaching a college 
agricultural course. Three definitely expressed that they 
need farm experience with the college work. 
None thought that a Seminary course for an agricultur-
al man would be a hindrance. The Paswnalai and Union 
Training schools , however, thought that it is not necessary. 
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The rest all agree that agricultural men should have a. 
Seminary training. 
The great majority thought agricultural men should do 
active evangel1 tic work. The Pasumalai questionaire 
~tated "all men doing work in the right spirit do active 
evangelistic work." The echool a.t Allahabad declared that 
it depended on the man and his personality and 11 all 
agricultur·al work should be interpretive of Jesus." 
In addition to the showing on the chart it will be 
interesting to note the pupils per teacher in each school. 
Pasumala1 High and Training School has 350 pupils to three 
teachers, or 117 pupils pe.r teacher- The Methodist school 
has but one part time teacher. The Indian Mission of 
Disciple s of Christ has 150 pupils and two full t .1me and 
one part time teacher; or about 60 pupils per teacher. 
Agricultural Institute Allahabad has 50 pupils and ten full 
time and two part time teachers, or less than :five pupils 
per teacher; but some of the men at this sehool give their 
t1me to research and experimentation. Gwalior farm has 
ten farmers and two full time teachers,or five pupils per 
teacher. Coles-Ackerman High School has seventeen pupils 
and one teacher. The Union Training School has 46 pupil.a 
and one full time teacher'. Thus the pupils per teacher 
vary from f 1 ve to one hundred and seventeen. 
Thus, American teachers in general are preferred with 
with college agricultUt>al course and farm experience and 
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in addition a Seminary eourse and that they do aetive 
evangelistic work. 
Table X Ad1v1sabil1ty and Use of Machinery. 
fs machinery 
School 
""'"9 ~ .......... 
___ y.r.act!,e!,_1? _______ Rea!!_o!!S _____ _ 
fasumalai High No 
and Train.Sch. 
Meth.Bengal Conf. No 
Indian Miss. of Disc 
of Christ. No 
Ag. Inst .Allahabad f Yes 
'i 
Gwalior Pres .Miss~ : Yes 
Pyinmana Ag.Seh. 
A.E.Luth.Mi s. 
Voe.Middle Sch. 
Yes 
I , . 
· Bo 
Coles-Aekerman H.S.No 
I 
I 
I 
Unton Training Son 
Farms are small" we use American 
garden tools. 
Bigger opportunities in other work. 
Imported machinery too expensive. 
Simple machinery is practicable. 
achinery needed for progress. 
Modern plows are more efficient .. 
More efficient than Indian methods. 
Labor scarce; lar'ge areas farmed. 
Available machinery expensive and 
ill-adapted. 
S:oldings small; machinery expentve 
Fuel expensive and crop returns low. 
Table X shows1 the op1n1ons of the agr1cultural men in 
regard to mach!n,ry, and;. as in the case of China , there 
i.s the same chancie t,or misunderstanding the question of 
type of maehinerYi m~ant. Some took machinery to mean 
' 
simple machines, ,as .~ tor instance Pasumalai and the Indian 
\ 
Mission School o~ t~ Disciples of Christ, who both desig-
nated in their reas()>ns that they think there is a place 
l \ 
tor this kind even ~~ough both answered that they thought 
I \ 
tn&lchinery could not rb\e used extensively. 
school reported tha'1o th~y a:r~ .. turning their 
I • : •• • •• • • .•,. •• 
' . 
.. 
• ~ • . ~. : • : • ~. 0 .. : • • ,,. • : J : • 
··.·-. : ' ·. : " ••• r-. ~ . .. :• 
• I I e • e 
. . . . . . ...  . . 
I •o\•. :•: ' :. <-" • r,. : : •. {> 
' . ,.., ~ ... "' . . ~ . .. .. - .. . 
• , • ,. r ~ ; 1 <:-• \ . • • • .,. , ,.. - • • ., •." •. ••: 
•r • • • I : : • ~ ! • . ' • • • • • • • • • • • 
: : ·::: .... : :.:. Ol 
- . :< .: •• • :. ~ .. :. ..... ~:. : •• : •• : : •• 
The Methodist 
attention to 
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other lines in which they have found bigger ~pportunities 
for work. The Coles -Ackerman school said that hold1n s 
are $mall and machinery too expensive. They stated that 
the crop returns were low low, but gave figures that the 
gross income was fortyfive dollars per acre. This we 
should think, would not prohibit simple machinery since 
we noted 1n the introduction to India that the entire 
implement capital is twentyfive dollars or less . The 
other schools believe that the!"e is a big possibility for 
machin ry. In summing the opinions we may say that some 
see little pose1b111ties in machinery, others believe that 
simple machinery, it adapted , 1 commendable, while a few 
think !t can well be used extensively. 
To illustrate what has actually been done in one school, 
.Allahabad,. we quote i'roro one who has studied 1t more in 
detail . 1 The author says of Mr. Higginbottom, "He has 
introduced American weeders which save the toil of nine-
teen men. His modern mowing machine will cut several tone 
of grass in the time that it vrnuld talce a native using the 
old method to cut enough grass to feed one horse. He has 
demonstrated that threshing by machinery costs only six 
cents per hundred pounds, while threshing by the old way 
by the use of oxen costs sixty cents per hundred pounds . 
Laborers are cheap in India. They can be had for eight 
cents a day. And yet Mr. Higginbottom has proved beyond 
1. Price: "Ancient Peoples at itew Tasksn . 137. 
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a doubt the almost incredible fact that by the use of 
machinery it 1s possible to harvest at one -third the cost. 
of Indian labor. The English plow whieh he uses goes 
eight inches deep and tills the soil at one-twentieth the 
cos.t of digging it with native implements. He haq tau ht 
the farmer how to save fortytwo and one half miles in 
plowing a single acre;" This merely serves to illustPate 
a few pos s ibilities in the uoe of machinery. 
Table XI. Methods and Sources of Teaching. 
Source of Metfiods ot 
[cno~l- ______ le!_elj_i:gs:... _______ t~achl_ng_. __ 
Pasumala.i High 
and Train . Sch . 
Methodist Bengal 
Conf erenee 
Indian Miss.of 
Dise. of Christ 
American, 
Indian . 
Local 
Class and field work. 
Problem-pro ject . 
Local, IncUan, Lecture and demonstrat..-
American 
Ag. ?nst .Allahabad Local , Indian, - · .. -- ----- - ... ----------
Ameri oan. 
Gwalior Pres.Miss. - ---------- Leet. Demon.,field work. 
l?yinmana Ag.Sch. 
A.E.Luth.M1ss .. 
Voe. Middle Sch. 
Local, Indian , Lecture and problem. 
American 
------------ --------·-------------
Coles -Ackerman H.S. American,loc- tecture 3/5 Lab. 2/5 
al ,Indian. 
Union Train.Sch. Loaal,Ind1an Lecture and field work. 
Table XI indicates the sources of agricultural teach-
ing used in the different s~hools, and the methods used 
in teaching. Pasumalai High and Training School and 
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and Coles-Ackerman High Sehool say that they base more of 
their teaching upon American practise than local. Where 
the word •Indian' is used in the table it refers to the 
Indian government schools. Six schools use these results 
qutlte extensively; five place local practise at the head 
of the l 1st as a. basis for their teaching. 
The second column indicates the methods of teaching 
used. Coles-Aokerman High School and Union Training 
School are the only two which reported the proportion of 
lecture to laboratory. The lack of report on the part of 
the others indicates that they probably have not their 
work organized that accurately. The combinations of field 
work, problem, and project with lecture, according to 
investigation in teaching should bring results for they 
seem to be among the best .1 
Table XII on page 41 shows the results which are pro-
duced in these schools. Column II shows the changes 
effe.cted in the regions of the agricultural schools. Two 
schools have not been established long enough to note 
such results. The others all note positive results in 
better farming. 'l'hree 1nq1cate better domestic animals, 
three better seeds, one crop rotation, and one the use of 
machinery. The Principal of one school was asked to serve 
on a oonmission to revise secondary education of Southern 
India.. These results indicate that the agricultural work 
has, in general, much influence in the regions where the 
' ,..., 
..:i 
1 
1'abl e XI I . Resul ts Achieved by School s In India . 
School Biggest C nges in Ag.Dep ' t. hat becomes of 
_____ -- _ ~r~w2_8.,g_k ____ ..!'!,g!.O~·-- __ Jl.!l_ps_Mi~~·- _ g,r_!d~te~ • __ 
Pasumalai High 
f.md Train.Sch. 
Lack money 
Lack trained 
Meth.Bengal Con.Prejudice, 
Superstition. 
Natives copy Same as 
en mission. Helps Column !I 
native Ed . 
Ag.teachers in 
villages . Some 
go to Gov'~ ~ch. 
Ind. Miss. of 
Di ~· c. of Chr. 
Too many inter-
ests for Ag.man 
Bebter seed, Natives They continue to 
cattle, farming.. more f r iend. farm. 
Ag. Institute 
Allahabad. 
Lack trained Better seed , Natives Farm mgrs . ,teach-
ers, Exp.Station. teacher trainers.machinery,bulls.interested 
Gwalior Miss. -Cas-te, 1-gn--oran--ee;-Bettei-r-farm.tng, Na--iives1mi- armers,sllop wor~ 
ers, evangelists. conservatism. stock, income. tate farm. 
Py1nmana Ag.Sch.Lack of men 
and money 
Luth.Miss . Sch. Disinterest, 
lack money 
New crops and 
rotation 
Coles -Ackerman Ind ifference Pepple buy 
H.S. Poverty, desire better s eeds . 
for indoor -.erk. 
Union Train.Sch.Lack of time People learn 
tomrk. 
Ag.students - ------- ... -------
open to Gosp. 
Non-Chri s t. Teachers, farmers. 
accept mater-
ial r esults. 
Interested. Village teachers 
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schools are established. It shows that they are meet1ngt 
the agricu.lt,ural problems which were cited 1n the 1ntro-
duc·t ion to India and the best schools at least keep in 
mind the wide range of influence that they might exert in 
thia way. 
Modern agriculture seems to have more mature results 
in India than in China. For example, the natives are 
taking an interest in raising pure bred poUltry quite ex-
tensively and support annual fairs at Etah, Calcutta, and 
Lucknow •1 In Etah there were 438 birds exhibited and all 
owned by natives. These came from th1rtye1ght vi l lages. 
Another illustration 1s the work do.ne at the Experiment 
Station at Pusa in wheat 1mprovement . 2 Column III of 
Table XII indicates the effect of the agricultural school 
in securing the interest of.' the natives in the mission 
enterprise. All that r .eported with one eaception3 gave 
pos itive results that were desirable. Among these were 
making t he natives more frieidly, interesting them in 
the mission, and gaining their interest in Christianity 
l .. Reprint from the "Pioneer" (Sent from Allahabad) 
~. See page 30,31. 
3. "Miss ions are taken as a matter of course" says the 
Coles -Ackerman High School , by some of the non-Christian 
natives who can see the mat.erlal results only. However, 
t his school has a. number of achievements that are quite 
desirable . 
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through the work of the agricultural school. Interest in 
the mission work i s noted in every one of the answers. 
Column IV of the above table tel l s what becomes of the 
graduates. Prom four schools they become teachers. This 
is significant since many will teach in the villages where 
they do not practise modern agriculture, and thus will 
t .ake the new methods to these places . From four schools 
they become directly active in some phase of farm work. 
From one school they go on to the government agricultural 
school, from another, some enter experiment station workt 
while from anothe~ some become shop workers and evangel -
ists. 
With the results in columns II; III, and IV in mind 
we will turn to column l which shows what the missionaries 
considered the biggest drawbacks to their work. Three 
said they were held baek most by lack of money, three 
said lack of men. Other troubles were prejudice and super -
st1tit1on on the part Gf the natives , too many interests 
for the agricultural teachers, caste rules, ignorance, 
conservatism , disinterest, a desire to do inside work , 
laziness, and lack of time. These are the problems whicb 
should rec1eve the most careful attention in trying to 
increase the resulta which the soho-0ls are seeking . 
Table XIII shows the financial investments of each 
sehool in India, and about what the expenses are for the 
agricultural departments. 1th the exception of Allahabad, 
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Taole XIII F1nanc1<!l Statistics of Scbool~. 
Value Work by How help 
§.~ho.Q.1 ______ of. tar_m_ Inio~e- !JtJ2.e!!_s~ ~Ol,S.:. J>2.0!:. boys 
Pasumalai High $10.000 500 -~---- ·---- Schola.r-
and Train.Sch. ships. 
ethodist Seng- {14 a.) ***-- ------·- ---.-- ·-----·-
al Conf. 
Indian Miss .of Share plan 
Disc. of Christ $4000 $2000 $20000 Little Apprent. 
Ag. Inst . Allahab . $40.000 &10000 ·-.---- l-l/12 Loans 
Gwalior Mission. taooo 
------ --·-·- ... All Rent land 
Pyinmana Ag.Sch. $8000 
------
___ ... ....,_ 
--- -·-----
Luth.Miss.Sch. ---- ... 
-----· ·--..--·- --- ----·-·--
Coles AckermanRS. $5000 $5,QO $800 2/3 Fa.rm work 
Loans. 
Union Train.Sch. $lOOO $200 $300 t ---··----
the investments in farms did not exceed $10,000. One man 
appends to his questionai:re that of the Ind1a.n agricultur-
al mission farms he had seen that none were self- support-
ing . The agr&cutw:-al department of the Mission of the 
Disciples of Christ shows an income eqll.al to i t s expense. 
The results achieved by this school as shown in Table XII 
are good • . The Colee •Ackerman High School , and Union Train-
ing School both show that the expense exceeds the income 
by $300 and $100 respectively. This is not a large sum 
in an investment in missions . 
The fourth column of the same table shows that five 
or the missions are using the student boys more or less 
for help. The average of the help done by the boys on the 
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farm is about one -half. 
The last column i n Table XIII closely corresponds to 
the preceding in telling how the poor boys are helped 
through school ; one gives them s cholarships, two have 
student loans, one allows them pay on apprentice work, 
and one rents them land . 'l'he majority of schools indicate 
that it is better to require work in return for scholar-
ships if they ar& used . Among the drawbacks listed in . 
Table XII were some that are solved at least i n part 
having the students work. By having the students work 
together has helped to remedy the caste question1 ; it has 
helped their poverty2 ; and in Taule XI work is used 
effectively as a method of teaching. 
At thi s place we will describe an agricultural work in 
India o.f a little different nature than that done by the 
above echools. In part it i s s upplementary to what the 
others are doing . It is the work of the T. M.C .A. cooper -
ative and credit societies in India . In a statement from 
the National Secretary Qf the Bural Department tbey are 
aiming to extablish these societies first Bn'lQng the four 
mil lion Christians of India3• Mr . O. O.Stanehfiel d has led 
in the establ ishment of the Christian Central Cooperative 
Credit Bae in the city of Madras, and from this bank 
l . Priee: "Ancient Peoples at New Tasks" 135. 
2. See table XII. 
3 . Report Let t er from Daniel Swamidoss , Oct. 20, 1921. 
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branches have been put out in the villagesl. They used 
Indian men for secretaries who ould go to the ~illages 
to teach the people how to cooperate and work together in 
order to secure a bank for their village . The Indian 
farmers thus gained access to money at e·.even and one•half 
per cent, and the difference between this and seventyfive 
per cent,which was what he formerly had to pay, would 
soon save him enough to pay off his old debts. The 
sec retaries then loaned them money for buying plows and 
improved seed so that they soon became better producers. 
Mr. Stanchfield testifies to the result as follows: "We 
discovered that we were able 1n these six years to go in-
to an Indian village, and in two, or three, or four years, 
doubl e and treble the earning power of every man, woman 
and child in the village" 2 • 
A report letter from Mr. L.A. Dixon~ ; Y.M.C.A. man, 
sums up the work as follows: "In all, 261 Cooperative 
societies have been organized. ---·- In this way co,ooo 
people are being reached and helped to economic inde-
pendence and freedom. In one of the districts in Bengal 
an entire village of outcasts has thus been liberated. 
In another village in Madras the erops of the outeaste 
converts have been increased nearly onehundred fold . In 
the area of the American Mission in estern India when the 
whole country was devastated this year by the awful blight 
l."N.A. Stud. and World Advance" 573-578 
2. Ibid. 
3. Report letter of L.A. Dixon. Nov . lo, 1921. Calcutta. 
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of famine, large number s of the 'untouchables' were helped 
to reestablish themselves after the failure or the crpps. 
In conclusion, the schools in India are bettering the 
farming onnditions noted in the introduction to India in 
this study. They are introducing better crops, better 
machinery, and together with the Y.M.C.A. are helping the 
natives to economic independence. They are breaking the 
caste systetll, and giving the people an education. This, 
in brief, shows the results which the stations are achiev-
ing with the means at hand .. 
C. Africa. 
Perhaps there is no better way to determine the 
agricultural need in Africa than to turn to those men who 
have been there longest and read their opinions. Th"" 
eight replies which came to the questiona1res were unani-
mous in saying that there is a great need for agriculture 
or that it has a great future. In our study of Africa, 
we shall first name what they consider some of the agri-
eultural problems that we may then see whether the agri-
cultural schools are doing their part in solving them. 
Mr. G.A. Roberts of the Rhodesia Mission Conference 
writes: "When 1t is understood that almost all of the 
people of Africa always have and will continue to live by 
agriculture for many generations, and that better methods 
of agriculture undermi ne the belief in evil spirits and 
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witches, that the beer drink 1s forgotten when the cattle 
instead of the women do the plowing, one must say that at-
riculture is important next to the Bible."1 
Mr. William c. Bell, who is one of the oldest agri-
cultural men on the field, lists what he thinks are the 
biggest agricultural probelms in Africa. 2 le note them 
verbatim t 
l. "To encourage the grazing indu$try and breeding of 
better stock le most difficult owing to the frequent epi-
demic of lung plague which sweeps Off cattle by the hune 
dreds. No provision is made by the government for innoc-
ulation or the moving of herds - often infected - from 
one location to another, 
2. "Our competent natives may be called out at a 
moment• s notice to work on the plantation or some for-
eigner. 'l'his,1t is easily seen, is mest detrimental to 
a proper interest in field and oversight of live stock. 
3. "Tools are eoaree and almost impossible to obtain 
except at very high prices. The mission has supplied 
many. 
4. "It is most difficult to ireserve high grade seed 
of the crops grown. Usually all that has been hoarded 
has been planted, and all may be destroyed through drouth 
or by some pest. 
l. Questionaire. 2.Report: "Place of Ag.1'e&h. and Pract." 
s. "Transportation being effected almost solely by naa 
tive carriers, great difficulty is met with 1n taking 
goods to markets paying fair prices. To transport the 
bulky crops of corn and beans, etc., a distance ot fifty 
or one hundred miles means a great deal of toil." 
The above are among the general agricultural problems 
of Africa. We now call attention to one of the big 
problems, 1£ not the biggest one of the agricultural 
mission. The following is from the questionaire filled 
out by Or. B. S. Hollenbeek of the Phelps-Stokes Commission 
who studied African missione. "I hope that you will get 
a clear conception of the present trend in Africa. The 
gover-nments are taking up the experimental work and are 
establishing some agricultural schools or the beginnings 
or them, so that the larger undertakings are likely to be 
• eared for, but the' great need of providing for simpler 
things pertaining to the massee is not being met." Hence, 
the problem is to give to the masses the better known 
methods and results which have been found by the govern-
ment schools. 
With the above problems 1n m1nd we will proceed to 
study the agricultural schools to see in what way they 
are meeting the needs. First, we •111 study the general 
character of the schools. 
Table XIV shows the general eharacter of the schools. 
Tha Rhodesia Mission Conference is the on1y one ten years 
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Table X?V General Type of A:t'rican School s . 
Vr1ends*Afriea 1913 
Mission 
Cox Memorial 1921 
Inst, 
Congo Inst. 1920 
Curr ie Inst. 1914 
Dundi. 
Am.Miss.Board 1920 
Rhodesia Mias. 1909 
Conference 
Cur r i e Inst. 
Angola 
191S 
Cameroun Pres. 1920 
Mi ss ion. 
230 
16 
10 
ao 
78 
54 
7 
6-60 
7-21 
12- 18 
14 ... 25 
12-28 
12--45 
16- 24 
20- ? 
Cultivation, seeds , 
implements. 
Gardening ,corn breed1 nF, 
Sugar cane. 
Praet1cal gardening 
Field work,stockrais., 
gardening. 
Exper1men tal ga r den. , 
Field work. 
Field crops,fertility, 
gardening, poultry. 
Cultivation,crop ro-
tation, fertilization, 
Gar&ens, seeds. eult~­
vation,t r ain leaders. 
old or more. Two others are more than five years old, 
while four are less tha.n three years old. As to the 
number of pupils the Friend's Mission has nearly as many 
as t.he others combined, the number s being 230 and 245 
respectively. The effectivenes s of these schools cannot 
be determined by their numbers since some are much ol de!" 
than others. 
The ages of the pupils 1n the differ ent schools vary 
more in Africa than in either India. or China. This indi-
cates that some of the schools are less standardized 
in their educational systens than others. Admitt ing 
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pupils at six or seven years of age to an agricultural 
elass would seem to indicate that whatever work is given 
them must be of an elementary nature. 
There was only one of the eight. schools which listed 
their entrance requirements . This was the American Board 
Mi ssion,. and the requirements were, "up to Standard II". 
Since Standard II was not interpreted and is not a common 
term in America, !t has litt l e signi ficance here. With 
no entrance requirements listed we assume that pupils of 
varying ages and abilities mus ~ work in the same classes 
and under the same supervision. This would not seem to 
indicate that there is a proper preparation for good work. 
The last column of Table XIV shows the special lines 
of agriculture . ·. ·six or the eight? schools are emphasizing 
gardening . Fi. l d crops, among which corn and sugar cane 
are mentioned are emphasized in seven schools. Other things 
which recieve attention are implements, s eeds, poultry, 
fertilization, etc. Thus, certain field crops and garden7 
ing seem to prove most popular in these s chools. 
Table X.V on page 52 gives the opinions of the men ans-
wering questionaires in r egard to teachers. Three men 
believe that both natives and white teachers have a place 
in agricultural schools. One says, "we prefer an Ameri can 
because it is an American mission . We prefer a ne.tlve 
I 
overseer as he knows all the tricks of the natives and 
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can endure the tropical sun." Another thinks that it is 
very desirable to have the natives assist. While a third 
Table XV Concernins Teachers. 
Nationality Sem. Evang. 
Sc!!_ool _____ Pr~f~£_eg__ _ ~U.!l!J!.. __ T~!!i:.. _ !.Ork.!.. _ - . 
Friende 'Afriea Both 
Mission 
Cox Memorial 
Inst. 
Congo Inst. 
Trained 
native 
Native 
Currie Inst. - -----
Dundi 
Am .Soard M+ss . Both 
Rhodesia Miss. Both 
Curr ie Inst. White 
Angola 
Ca.roeroun Pres. - --·-
Miss. 
.v 
Equal to Yes 
emergency 
2 yr.Grad . Yes 
,... _"""' ____ _ 
Part 
-------· 
Best avail .T·es 
Coll .Grad. Yes 
Ag. course No 
-------- Part 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
thinks tha,t Europeans are best to train natives and "to 
1 
keep the work going''; but. he also adds that natives must 
be used for the things that he can do. 'rwo of the schools 
want natives if they are trained, and one specifies that 
he be tra.1ned in America, while another prefers white men 
because there are no natives trained as yet. Summing up 
these answers , it seems that most agree that white men are 
best for overseeing the mission . '!'hose who have trained 
workers agree that they are best for assisting and help-
ing in the direct dealing with the natives . 
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The qualifications of teachers as given 1n the second 
column are indefinite in some cases, and there seems to be 
little general agreement concerning them. Several say that 
they should be college trained agriculturists with full 
courses while one takes exception ~o thial. hile only one 
indicated that they should have experience, it 1s doubtful 
if any would Object to it. 
In the third column are the repl~ s to the question 
as to whether the agricultural man should have a Seminary 
training. Four said they should; two thought they should 
have part; while one thought th.at a Seminary course is not 
essential but that training 1n the teehnlqu in teaching 
is essential. 
With one exception they believe that the agricultural 
Wor-1( 
man should do active evangelistic~ Th1s man did not object 
to it in principle, but stated that if the business end of 
agriculture was to sbow suecessfu.lly, he would have little 
time for evangelism. Thus, the majority say that a man 
should have a Seminary training, and that the men should 
do active evangelistic work. 
Table XV! on page 54 shows the opinions of the agricul-
tural men in regard to the use of machinery. All but one 
believe that the extensive use of machinery in Africa is 
:not advisable. One says that the wives do the plowing and 
l. One warns "technical trained agriculturist and specialist 11 
from coming to Africa unless endowed with superabundance 
of faith .. 
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Table XVI Use of Machinery in Africa 
School Is machinery Reasons. 
___ ...., __ ...... _ 2.f'!.Ot1g_a! ......... ___ .,.._ _ ..... _ .._... ___ ·- __ 
Friends~ Africa 
Mission 
Cox Memorial Inst. No 
Congo Inst. No 
Currie Inst.Dundi No 
Am.Board Miss. No 
Rhodesia Miss. Yes 
Conference 
Currie Inst. No 
Angola 
Cameroun Pres.Miss.No 
ust first change custom o~ wom-
en 1 s doing worl-c. '!'hen simple maoh. 
Holdings small; land stumpy 
Holdings small; twelve days f:rom 
Railroad. 
Expense, ground hard to fit. 
Natives too primitive and poor. 
Machinery too confusing. 
Small plows better than hand method. 
Does away with need for many wives. 
.Machinery high, income low. 
Impracticable for people to own. 
that this custom must first be changed before machinery can 
be introduced. Two say that the farms a.re too small; one 
that the land is stumpy and one that they live twelve days• 
journey frQm the railroad• and implies that it would do 
them no good to raise more crops since they could hardly 
market them. Two think that machinery is too advanced for 
the natives; while one thinks that if the natives were 
taught to use machinery at the school they could not afford 
to own any when they would farm for themselves. 
Since we do not know the local conditions of the 
different stations; we are unable to say if 1t i . beeause 
of more :favorable locality that the Rhodesia Mission Con-
ferenee thinks the extensive use of machinery advisable .. 
In contrast with the replytrom the Friends' Africa 1ss1on, 
the Rhodesia man believes that machiner y will do away with 
polygamy. They advocate simple machinery. But with seven 
out of eight opposed to machinery the outlook for it seems 
small. 
Table XVII Source of . aterial and Method o~ Teaching! 
School ____ SOE;I'£_e_ot te!_oh.1!!8 ____ Metho£ of _t~achl_ng_ 
Fr1ends 1 Africa Local Lecture and problem 
f iss1on 
Cox Memor. Inst. Local,American Lecture and problem 
Congo Inst. Amerioan,Local All laboratory 
Currie Inst. Dundt Local Lecture and notes. 
Am. Board Mission L~eal,Ameriean Leot.,Prob.,Demon. 
Rhodesia Miss.Con. Local,Gov•t.Sch. Demonstration , lecture. 
Currie Inst. Ang. Amerioan,Loeal Text book,Lect.,Prob. 
Cameroun Pres .Miss. -·----------- ·---~-------·---~--·-
Table XVI! shows the sources or materials and the 
methods of teachieg used in the African schools. Five of 
the schools depend largely upon local practise for their 
material while two place American practise as more i mpor-
tant than native. The amount of ea.ch, depends of course, 
upon the nature of local farming and the amount of Ameri-
can methods that can be adapted. Per ps this can partly 
be explained from a statement from the lett er written bJ 
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Dr. H .s. Hollenbeck enoloaed with a quest ionaire. He, saps: 
"It should be understood that in some plaeet the natives 
are good farmers. I met one of our ewn government experts 
who has been 1n Afr1ca and who says that in some places he 
could not see that their methods could be readily improved 
upon. There are places where food 1s plentiful and there 
is little market. However, there are some very needy plac-
es and I saw miss ions located in such places not equipped 
ta meet the needs . " We believe from this statement that 
local practise may be of much or little value to the 
modern agricultural teacher depending upon the practises 
of t he locality in which he is located. 
Th~ second colw n of the above table indicates the 
methods used in teaching. Four use a combination of the 
lecture and problem method. One uses all laboratory 
while another use all lecture and notes. lf all lecture 
or all laboratory bring results, it would seem that the 
combination, together •1th the problem method, would 
probably prove more satisfa ctory yet .l One uses the 
fields especially to study the projects which the boys 
a.re overseeing. They make comparisons with local practise. 
Dr . Thomas Jesse Jones, Head of the Phelps -Stokes Commis-
sion~ i n reporting i n Africa remarked that the danger in 
agricultural teaching is that of superf1c1al1ty. 
1. See above page 23. 
2. Report a.t I.A,A.M., New 'lork City, Dec. 6 , 1921. 
Table XVIII 
School 
6 .,... _____ _ 
Results Achieved by African Schools. 
% 
Biggest 
Drawbacks 
----- _...., ---
II III IV 
Gbanges in Ag.School helps What becomes 
___ r_e_g12._n ______ !!1,!!s io!!_S!.. ____ of q,,r!_d@_._ 
Friends' Africa Climate., customs Better grain,stoek Many interested one yet 
Mission. fruit. Men work. in Gosp .and Ed. 
Cox Memor. Inst. Poor equipment -------------
Congo Inst. 
Currie Inst • 
Dundl 
Am.Board ~iss. 
RJ1odes1a Miss. 
Conference 
Currie Inst. 
Angola. 
Cameroun PreR. 
Mission. 
Indifference, 
Lack of' time. 
Better corn, 
fruits and food. 
Parents interest- one yet 
ed thru pupils. 
Lack of New crops, better -------------- Teachers 
support. breeds . Farmers. 
Self ... satisfac,.. New crops, bettar Many attracted None yet 
tion of nat i v. cultivation. by plots and 
come to school. 
Non-sympathy of Plows used, people Better Ag. gives Teachers 
mission workers.better fe-0; witch students chance Fa!"IDer s •. 
belief gone. for better liv. 
Small Sta.fl' New crops, better Arouses mar Jed None yet. 
Lack of funds. met ho ~. interest. 
Lack of money. --~--------~---- l:lelps f 1nance None yet Nomen work. church. 
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Table XVII.I on page 57 shows some of the results achieved 
by the schools in Africa. The second column lists some 
of th~ changes effected 1n the regions of the s ehoola. 
By referring again to the problems of Africa, pages 48 
and 49 we note in what measure the sehools are solving the 
problems . We find that two schools are bringing better 
farm animals i nto their looali\1$s. One school is intro-
ducing plows and machinery to advantage. S1n4e better 
crops are raised in all of the school•i it follows as a 
corollary \hat better seed is preserved. The masses are 
slowly being reached and agriculture is being well start-
ed. The problem of transportation which hardly belongs 
to the mission aehools is yet to be worked out. But the 
others are slowly but. surely being met. .Ind the results 
that these missions are obta1n1ng indicates that agrieul· 
ture has many opportunittea for mission men. 
Column III indicates the relalton._fihip between the 
agricultural departments and the rest or the work of the 
m1ssion. There were some quotations too lengthy to put 
into the above table which we herew 1th copy in full: 
uTraining in agriculture alone will not la.st because the 
natives must have the inspiration of the church and the 
Bible and conversion or they will go back to the old way". 
Another is taken trom a mission report ,I the writer says 
ag l. Bell: "Place of Ag.Pract. and Teach. in Miss.Work" . 
agricultural work is, "I think a by - pr(Jduct of missions 
and follows rather than precedes aa interest in the 
things of God. Of course there are exceptions, but as a 
rule I have not found young men drawn from heathen surround-
ings to come to the mission station solely that they may 
learn to plane in the shop or work in the :f'ield. Were this 
only provided; the young lads with no opportunity offered 
them to learn to read or recieve treatment at the dispens-
ary, their interest would soon lag.• These two testimon-
ies state that the natives are not attracted to the mission 
at least wholly,if even in pa~t, by agriculture . 
In contrast with these two I quote from two other 
questionaires repl1e s too long for the chart . One reads: 
"I think there is a wonderful future as long as the cent-
ral aim is evangelizat1on, especially tn those lands whose 
population is subject to periodical famine and where peo· 
ple are in want. The thing nearest the hearts of such 
people is thei:r stomachs. If these are full we oan better 
reach and awaken their ,souls.n Another quest1ona1re con-
tains the following concerning agricultural work in the 
mission: "lt has brought hundreds unde~ the sound of the 
gospel, has increased the schools, has interested many of 
the chiefs in an attempt to decrease illiteracy, and has 
given a vision or the possibilities or a better futw.'e." 
Another sees the parents interested in mission work throu 
the agricultural pupils . Another says that reports of 
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the plots spread Mall over the country" with the result 
that more students are attracted; another notes a marked 
interest, while the last. say.s that the agricultural 
department is helping to finance the church . Thus the 
first two think that the work of the mission is necessary 
to motivate agricultural work, while the last rive 
ment toned herein believe that the agricultural work draws 
many to their respective missions, 
Turning to the fourth column it is seen tha~ graduates 
are reported from only two school.a, and these graduates 
all follow common pursuits, of farming and teaching. We 
realize that the number of graduates does not truly indicate 
under these conditions the success of the school by any 
means. But it would seein that a eourse of some kind might 
be devised whereby the school might offer in suitable 
fQrm for the students those tbings in agriculture whleh 
have been found to suit the needs of the students of their 
school and community. Such a course might be elementary and 
only a year or two in length if necessary, but it woul.d 
organize in a better way for the maj.ority of students, 
the best that the agricultural teacher could select and 
use. 
In Column I 01.' the above table may be seen the biggest 
drawbacks according to the opinions of tbe missionaries. 
Two thought that indifference to better things and the 
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self satisfaction ot the natives was the biggest handicap; 
two lack or support; two the non-sympathy of other mission 
workers, or else the impracticable s gestlons of unin-
formed mission coworkers; climate, native customs, poor 
equipment, and small staff complete the list . Each of 
these need 1ndiv1du.al attention, some by the mission 
boal'ds, some by the mission administrations, and some by 
the agricultural men themselves. 
Table XIX Financial St!tistics of Schools . 
I II II! IV 
School Parm Income Expense How help poor boys 
value - _ ......... -~-...--- ......... ..__ ..... ____ ..., ___ .,....._ .... --- ----
Friends ' Afr1oa $2000 
Mission 
Cox .Mem . Inst . $50 
Congo Inst. _.,._ 
Curr 1e Inst • Dund .$11)00 
Am.Board Miss. $1000 
$500 
..., __ _ 
.-.- ... -
Rhodesia Miss tso.ooo 2000 
Conference. 
Curr!e Inst. -- --·-c -----
Angola 
Qameroun Pres. ----~- -- .. --
Mission 
$1000 Raise food 1n 
garden.Wages. 
---..... Give them work, 
wages. 
----- Scholarships,work • 
------·-·-------
Wages for farm 
work. 
$2100 Give them work. 
-·--- All students work. 
----- Work in gardens. 
Table XIX above shows the finane1al status of the 
missions. The value of each farm with one exception 1s 
2000 or less . This one, the Rhodesia Mission Parm is 
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valued at $60,000.00. As no explanation was given we 
a.re not able to sayjust what the advantages are of such 
an expensive farm. The others with the exception of the 
Friends* Mission did not give their income or expense 
account. From thevalues of the farms we assume that the 
expense is not great on most farms. 
Coulmn IV tells how the poor boys are helped to 
finance their schooling. The· Friends• School gives them 
gardens in which they raise practically all they eat, and 
then they give the boys in addition, enough work and wag-
es to meet their other expenses. The other schools in so 
tar as they replied give boys work on the farm at the 
mission and pay them tor it . This enables them to go to 
school as expenses al"e low in Africa. 
In conC!lasion, the schools in Africa are mostly r eent; 
they are not well organtzed, perhaps because the natives 
have not a good eduoational foundation to begin w1th that 
e nnables the teachers to offer agriculture systematically. 
Many localities have hindrances which pr event a prosperous 
agriculture from developing. But in apite of all hand1e 
caps results are showing as a beginning toward solving 
the African Agricultural problems. 
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D. The Near East. 
The Near East presents a little different problem 
than any or the other countries. And since there are 
but two quest1onaires from agricultural schools there, 
we will make the study without the use of charts. The 
two schools a:r-e the International Coll ege at Smyrna, 
Asia Minor, and the 1'hessalon1ca· Agricultural and Indus-
trial Institute. There is also an Amer! can College at 
Teheran, Persia; in which they are plannling to teach 
agriculture in the near future. !he school at Thessa-
loniea is the oldest agricultural school appearing in 
our entire study, having been founded in 1903. 'l'he school 
of Smyrna tas founded in the Fall of 1921 so is just at 
its beginning. 
The older school has 50 pupils and requires the 
equivalent of a fourth grade for pupils to ent.er . The 
Smyrna school has 15 pupils who have been largely working 
on the farm helping to get it into shape for real school 
work, rather_ than doing the kind of work which the teacher 
expects to offer in the near future. 
The farm at the Thessalonioa school is valued at 
$25,800.00. In 1921 the income from the farm was $3,791.46, 
and the total expense of operation was $3 1357.77, thus 
allowing a profit of $433.69. This is the first school 
found 1n the study in which the school farm made an in-
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come above expenses. The farm at Smyrna is valued at 
16,000.00. No expense items are listed. lt will he 
noted also that the ·school at Thessalonica gives board add 
lodging to its pupils and charges them about one - half the 
cost involved .. 
As to tea<:bers the Tbessalonica sehool has two employed 
at full time and three part time . Tbe foreign~rs, it is 
stated, are better able to manage the boys, but native 
teachers can use the language mueh better. !he Smyrna 
school has an Englishman for director, a Greek for super -
intendent, and an Armenian for supervisin assist nt . 
Foreigners are desired for teaching in some eases since 
well trained natives are difficult to seeure . Both 
schools want college trained agriculturists with experience. 
In regard to m.ach1nery, t~ older school thinks that 
1t is impracticable , as most of the holdings are small 
and the people too poor and the supply of good horse ie 
insufficient. The Smyrna. sehool uses a tractor. The 
questiona1re says, "machinery is necessary on farms here 
where land is plentiful and labor relatively expensive." 
Evidently the two schools are located in different con-
ditions ,. In the former the land is scarce and the people 
poor; in the latter land is plentiful and labor scarce. 
No doubt if there is a pos ible use for machinery at the 
former, it would be in improving t.he hand tools with 
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which to work their small plots. 
The methods of teaching used are combination of 
lecture, text book• problem, and field trips. Theee are 
used in about equal proportion at Thessaloniea.. The other 
college does not state the proportion. 
The results re fully reported only from one school. 
The other is too new on the field. The school at Thes-
salonica notes in their region an increased interest in 
farming and a dea1re tor better cows and farm animals, 
because of what the natives ea the mi sion farm accomp-
lishing on land that was once a barren waste. They say 
there are many visitors who extend the influence of the 
school. 
Perhaps one of the biggest things this school is doing 
is creating a friendly attitude on the part of some who 
were f'ormf3rly fanat.ically opposed to the m1ss1on. The 
writer of the quastiona1re says, 'It ls removing fanati• 
cal prejudices and opening the way to evangelical in truc-
tion for village boys who otherwise would doubtless never 
• 
have had 1 t. e believe many of our village boys have 
become heart Christians. He further says in regard to 
the relation of the agricultural 1JOrk to the rest Of the 
mission, ftThe earnest Christian agricultural teacher has 
wonderful opportunities to show the boys that in all thei~ 
work they are working together with God. uch could be 
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said here if there were more time and space." The 
writer furthe~ says, "There is nothing like this work we 
are doing here t o awaken a kindly interest in all sorts 
of people, many of whom in principle disapprove, discour-
age, and perhaps persecute every other kind of evangeli~ 
cal work . One gentleman remarked to me, ' I do not believe 
in missionary work in general but I do believe in this 
kind of work'''. 
Both schools think that the agricultural teacher 
ShQuld do active evangelistic work. 
When asked what were the biggest drawbacks tC> their 
work, the replies were lack of funds for progress, lack 
o.f eharaoter in the boys who come to school, and a fai!ng 
among the boys that working with the hands ts ignoble. 
Perhaps the most eonclusive evid.ence of the success 
of this work in Thessalon1ea is a statement from Dr. 
Henry House,D.D . , the President and Principal at the 
school at Thessalonica. He says, "I have been in all 
varieties or missionary labor, except medical perhaps, 
and this school is the last missionary labor of rs. H. 
and myself . We are now in our fiftieth year of mission-
ary labor. I have been in evangelistic work and loved 
it, and perhaps was considered ~ evangelist of the mis -
sion at one time . I nave also been in the Educational 
work, was Principal of the Samskow Scientific and Theo ... 
log1eal Institute in what is now Bulgaria . I was in the 
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publication work, editor of the mission pap rs, and in 
general literary work which I also l1ked very much, but 
I am thinking that perhaps Mr • House and I have done our 
best work in a sense in this school."· This testimony is 
of value because of the man who gave it and beeaus of his 
experiences i n other phases of mission work. Agriculturl 
sohools i n the Near East eem to be finding both oppor-. 
t unity nd success. 
E., South America. 
The study of South America w,111 neoessar1ly be very 
incomplete and represent the point of view of only one 
mission s1nee but one question ire h s been returned from 
there. We will, ho•ever, describe the work of this mission. 
tt is Institute Agr1eola Bunste:r loe•ted in Angol, Chile. 
The agricultural we>rk was begun in 1$19.. They have two 
full time teachers, two part time. and fifteen pupils 
ranging in ages from fifteen to twentytwo years.. The re-
quirements for entrance e.:re the l?rime.ry grades although 
it was not st,ated how any ye rs of school work 1-hi is. 
The boys wo,rk seven hours a day when in school and are plid 
for it, to help them f1nanee their schooling. 
I 
The school farm is large, being valued at t3751 000·· 00 
and is said to be self-supporting. fhe students are given 
lodging and board1ng there. 
Most of th$ teaching 1s based upon local pz-:act ise, 
• • • : • ·: • • • : f; • • • 
•• :·· 3 • .... ·.: .: • ••• ·.·:~ : ••• ~ • • :· .... 
.. . . . ·. . . . . . : :· 
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but a part is from the work being done at the local 
government experiment stations. 
They recommend the extensive use of machinery for the 
reason that labor is so very inefficient and dishonest. 
The principal lines of agriculture most emphasized are 
general agr1cultW"e, nursery, dairy, vegetable garden, 
and floral garden. 
As for teachers they desire to use both natives and 
Americans. They want the natives in order to train 
leadership among themselves. Uor initiating t he work, 
Amerieans seem better. They think that the ta.ldng of a 
Seminary course depends upon the 1nd1vidual, but that the 
teacher needs all he can get. It is emphasized that the 
agricultural teacher should do active evangelistic work . 
The methods or teaching used are text book, leotur~, 
problem and field trip. Sinee laborato:ry equipment 1s 
limited, they depend largely upon field work to supple-
ment the lectures . 
The results are just beg~ning to be apparent . There 
is competition with the state agricultural schools which 
are8 qu1te good and give education free" and so there is 
not the same opportunities for mission agricultural work 
in Chile that we have found in some ot the other countries. 
But as visitors and friends come from the different parts 
of Chile they become impressed with the work of the school, 
and thus the school is making a broad contact with the 
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people, as stated in the quest1ona1re. 
Since the nature of the work in this Chilean school 
is on so much larger a scale than any other schools we 
have studied, we can do little in the way of comparison. 
This precludes oar drawing any further conclusions as the 
data is insufficient. 
v 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
The following conclusions are drawn from the fore-
going studies of agricultural missions. 
1. Twentyone schools reported a total of 1410 students 
thus making an average of 69 pupils per school. 
2. There was an average of 3 .• 6 teachers pet" schoo11 • 
Excluding the large Faculties from the University of 
Nank1ng, and Allahabad Agricultural Institute, the average 
1s l.a teachers per school. 
3. The lines of agriculture most emphasized seemed to be 
those which were best adapted to the country in which the 
school 1s looated4 
4. In India, Af~iea and Chile the governments do work 
in research and experimentation, the results of which are 
used by the mission schools. In China and the Near East 
the mission farms carry on their own research and experi-
ment work. • 
1. This assumes that part time teachers give half time to 
agricultural teaching. 
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5,. The m~jority of replies f'rom ea.ch of- the three 
lar er groups or schools do not recommend the extensive 
use of machinery. However, there is a inority in each 
country who believe that machinery, if adapted, has an 
opening and is needful .for progress· in agri cultral lines . 
6. All opinions 1nd1cat that white men are best for 
fir~t. organizing and overseeing the agricultural school 
and work, but that natives if trained are best for assist-
ant . 
7. The replies from China indicate that a Seminary 
tralni~g is not. neoeRsary for an agricultural man there. 
The majority or questiona1res from other oountriee show 
t hat- the agricultural man should have a Seminary course 
i n ~ddition to his agricultural training. 
a. The better methods of teaching are more exten,ively 
used in India. and Africa than in China, although there are 
exc~pt ions in each of the e countries. 
, 9. Pos1tive achievements are reported fro.n each coun-
try l If satisfactory results are gained from some of the 
methods used it would seem that better results could be 
obtained rrom a study of mQre successful methods . 
10. In all eases but two th~ agricultural department 
is t positive help to the mission enterprise in eecur1ng 
interest and confidence of the natives. 
11. The majority of the graduates of the acnools go 
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out as teachers; other pursuits commonly followed are 
farming or work in experiment stations. 
12. In five cases the agricultural department 1s 
self ... supportlng. In two others the expenses exceed the 
income by one hundred dollars. 
In conclusion, our data tor a soient1f1o study of the 
value of agriculture as a department in mission work. is 
insuf'f icient. But we nave sought to bring to light as 
many facts as posstble t'rom available material and indi -
cate by this what is being done, how it is being done, 
and what results at>e accruing. We have found that m.any 
desirable things ar-e being aecom_plished through agri-
cultural missions, and that all bel1ev there is a big 
future for agricultural missionary work . 
VI 
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